Abstract-For a zero mean, proper, complex random vector x, the Hermitian covariance Exx H is a complete second-order characterization. However, if the vector x is improper, it is correlated with its complex conjugate, meaning Exx T = 0. This improper or complementary covariance must be accounted for in a complete second-order characterization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex signals are ubiquitous in science and engineering, arising as they do as complex representations of two real channels or of two dimensional fields. Consider a zero mean complex random vector x. The usual covariance matrix defined as Exx H describes its Hermitian second order covariance. But when x and its complex conjugate x * are correlated, the complementary covariance matrix Exx T does not vanish, so it carries useful second order information about the complex random vector x. We call a complex random vector proper as long as its complementary covariance matrix vanishes and improper otherwise. Proper complex vectors have a statistical description similar to real vectors, but improper random vectors do not. A comprehensive second order analysis of improper random vectors and processes is considered in [1] - [6] .
For any improper random vector x, for which x is correlated with its complex conjugate x * , intuition suggests that a good estimator of x should depend on x * . This requires a methodology of widely linear processing instead of strictly linear processing [1] , [2] . The merit of widely linear processing has been exploited in various estimation and filtering problems. The widely linear minimum mean squared error (WLMMSE) estimators for random complex signals are developed in [4] , [6] , [7] . Also the WLMMSE estimators for second order stationary process are given by [8] . WL Wiener filters are developed in [3] and [4] . And a widely linear Kalman filter is studied in [9] . The problems of detection and equalization in communication networks are also addressed in [10] - [16] using WL processing.
It turns out that widely linear processing brings improvement in performance over strictly linear processing [4] , [17] , [18] . For instance, in [4] it has been shown that by assuming proper white measurement noises, the maximum performance advantage of WLMMSE estimation over LMMSE estimation is a factor of two.
In the past few decades the Kalman filter [19] has been modified to apply to nonlinear problems, producing Extended Kalman filters [20] , Unscented Kalman filters [21] , and particle filters [22] - [25] . The motivation of this paper is to make use of widely linear processing to develop novel Kalman filters and their nonlinear versions for improper complex states. We show that for improper complex states, complementary covariance matrices may be used to create widely linear KFs, as well as extended and unscented widely linear KFs. Widely linear Kalman filters (WLKF) and extended WLKFs were derived in [9] , [26] . However, in these papers, the authors have studied WLKFs for dynamical systems with very special state and measurement matrices. In other words, the updates of random states and measurement do not depend on the conjugates of states and noises.
In this paper we show that the WLKF can address more general dynamical models that may have widely linear state and measurement equations. The duality between widely linear and dual real channel adaptive filtering [27] motivates us to demonstrate that the WLKF can be used for LMMSE estimation in dual channels when those channels have arbitrarily coupled state equations. In other words the WLKF may be implemented into real equations, or by using complex augmented notation, into complex equations. Moreover, by studying a complex scalar random state with proper noises, we show that compared to the conventional KF, the WLKF reduces MSE by a factor of two. This advantage may be more significant for more general models.
We propose the extended WLKF for the widely linear approximation of nonlinear state and measurement equations, which is equivalent to the results in [9] , [26] . For the EWLKF, however, the estimated posterior means and covariances are precise only to first order in a Taylor expansion. To obtain accuracy to second order, we study the unscented WLKF. The Unscented WLKF of [9] uses sigma points that represent the mean and Hermitian covariance of states. However, the sigma points should also represent the corresponding complementary covariance. In this paper we develop a systematic way to construct modified sigma points with the property that they can preserve the complete first and second order statistical information of complex random vectors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II we briefly review some rudiments of complex random vectors, including widely linear transformations, augmented covariances, and the definition of improper random signals. In section III the widely linear minimum mean squared error estimator is introduced. In section IV we derive the widely linear Kalman filter (WLKF). We give two representations of WLKF: the augmented WLKF and the Cartesian WLKF. In addition, we give an example demonstrating the performance enhancement of the WLKF over the KF. In section V, we derive the extended WLKF. In section VI, we obtain the effective sigma points for any improper complex random vector. Then we give an algorithm for constructing an unscented WLKF (UWLKF). In a simulation for real phase demodulation, we show that an UWLKF outperforms a complex, unscented Kalman filters that assumes proper states and noises in making real estimates from complex baseband measurements.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF COMPLEX RANDOM VECTORS
Let Ω be the sample space of a random experiment that generates two channels of real signals u, v ∈ R n defined on Ω. From this we obtain the real composite random vector z ∈ R
We also have the complex random vector x ∈ C n , obtained by composing u and v into its real and imaginary parts:
The complex augmented random vector x corresponding to x is defined as
From here the complex augmented random vector will always be underlined. It's easy to check that the real composite vector z and the complex augmented vector x are related as
The real-to-complex transformation T n is
which is unitary within a factor of 2:
In fact, it is equation (3) that governs the equivalence between dual channel filtering for z and complex filtering for x. Given a real linear transformation M ∈ R 2m×2n and a composite real vector z ∈ R 2n , then the most general linear transformation of the real channels u and v into the real channels a, b is
Call y = a + jb. Then the corresponding complex augmented vector y is
The matrix H = 1 2 T m MT H n is called an augmented matrix with the property that its southeast block is the conjugate of its northwest block, and its southwest block is the conjugate of the northeast block:
where
Therefore the augmented matrix H rules the widely linear transformation
We see that if and only if H 2 = 0, the widely linear transformation is a strictly linear transformation. This corresponds to the special case M 11 = M 22 and
The augmented mean vector of the complex random vector
and the augmented covariance matrix of x is
The matrix R xx is the conventional Hermitian covariance matrix
and the matrix R xx is the complementary covariance matrix
Definition 1: If the complementary covariance matrix R xx is zero, then x is called proper, otherwise x is improper.
The random vector x = u + jv is proper if and only if R uu = R vv and R uv = −R T uv , where u and v are the real and imaginary parts of x respectively.
III. WIDELY LINEAR MMSE ESTIMATION
The general linear MMSE estimation problem is to estimate a complex random vector x from a complex random measurement vector y. The objective is to minimize the mean square error between the signal x and its estimatorx. Suppose the output of the linear estimator isx = Wy. The orthogonality principle says the estimator error e = Wy − x is orthogonal to the measurement y:
We shall assume that both the signal x and the measurement y have zero means, since this doesn't change the structure of the optimum linear estimator. This yields the normal equations
where R yy = Eyy H and R xy = Exy H . We wish to extend this result to a widely linear MMSE estimator. From section II we know that the widely linear MMSE estimator should be of the formx
This is equivalent tox
where y = y y * , and W =
Since the mean square error may be written
it is enough to minimize the mean-squared error between x and x. Applying the orthogonality principle, we have the corresponding augmented normal equations
Therefore the remaining problem is to specify the matrices W 1 and W 2 . Actually the key question is to determine the inverse of R yy . Using the matrix-inversion lemma, the matrix R 
So the widely linear estimator is [4] x = (R xy − R xy R − * yy R *
The linear MMSE estimator is a special case of this widely linear MMSE estimator. In [4] it has been shown that when estimating an improper complex signal in additive white proper noise, the maximum performance advantage of WLMMSE estimation over LMMSE estimation is a factor of 2.
IV. WIDELY-LINEAR KALMAN FILTER
Consider the widely linear state and measurement equations
C n×m , and C 1 , C 2 ∈ C p×n . The initial state vector x 0 is assumed to have zero mean. Our procedure is to augment these equations as
, and
Suppose Ex 0 = 0, and the augmented covariance of x 0 is
Assume that Eu t = 0 and En t = 0 for all t. Further assume the real and imaginary parts of x 0 are uncorrelated with the real and imaginary parts of u t and n t , meaning Ex 0 u H t = 0 and Ex 0 n H t = 0 for t ≥ 0. Using the representation advocated in [28] , the joint augmented second-order characterization of (x 0 , u t , n t ) is given by Assume the estimator of x t−1 from measurements
T is known to bex t−1|t−1 . Here we requirê x t−1|t−1 to be a complex augmented vector. Then the LMMSE prediction of x t from Y T t−1 isx t|t−1 = Ax t−1|t−1 , and the prediction of y t from Y T t−1 isŷ t|t−1 = Cx t|t−1 . These augmented prediction updates are equivalent to widely linear prediction updatesx t|t−1 = A 1xt−1|t−1 + A 2x * t−1|t−1 and y t|t−1 = C 1xt|t−1 + C 2x * t|t−1 . Suppose we are given the error covariance matrix P t−1|t−1 forê t−1|t−1 =x t−1|t−1 − x t−1 . Then the error covariance matrix P t|t−1 forê t|t−1 =x t|t−1 − x t is
where the NW block of P t|t−1 is the Hermitian error covariance and the NE block is the complementary error covariance:
The error covariance matrix S t|t−1 for the innovationn t|t−1 = y t|t−1 − y t is
where the NW block of S t|t−1 is the Hermitian error covariance and the NE block is the complementary error covariance:
Recall that the normal equation for the Kalman gain is
From Section III we know that S −1 t|t−1 has the augmented form
is a Schur complement, namely the error covariance for estimatingn t|t−1 from n * t|t−1 . Thus the augmented Kalman gain may be written as
When complementary covariances P t|t−1 and S t|t−1 vanish, and when C 2 is zero, we have
t|t−1 (the usual KF). Finally, the WLKF iŝ x t|t =x t|t−1 + K tnt|t−1 and the error covariance matrix for e t|t =x t|t −x t is
where the NW block of P t|t is the Hermitian error covariance and the NE block is the complementary error covariance:
These widely linear Kalman filter equations are summarized as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Widely Linear Kalman Filter
Initialize withx 0|0 = 0, P 0|0 = Π 0 and P 0|0 = Π 0 as defined in equation (32); At the t-th iteration, t = 1, 2, · · · , 1. Update the predicted state asx t|t−1 = A 1xt−1|t−1 + A 2x * t−1|t−1 ; 2. Update the predicted Hermitian and complementary error covariance matrices P t|t−1 , P t|t−1 , S t|t−1 , and S t|t−1 by using equations (35) and (37); 3. Apply equation (40) to derive the widely linear Kalman gains K t and K t , wherein the Schur complement is
5. Update the Hermitian and complementary error covariance matrices P t|t and P t|t by using equation (42).
Remark 1:
In the state and measurement equations (27)-(28), the new state x t depends on x t−1 , x * t−1 , w t−1 , and w * t−1 . And measurement y t depends on x t , x * t , n t , and n * t . For the state and measurement equations of the WLKF proposed in [9] , the new state x t depends only on x t−1 and w t−1 , and measurement y t depends only on x t and n t . Thus the WLKF in [9] can be obtained as a special case of the WLKF considered here by simply letting matrices A 2 , B 2 , and C 2 in (27)-(28) be zero.
Remark 2: An insightful interpretation of the widely linear KF is that the augmented Kalman gain determines the WLMMSE estimator of the prediction errorê t|t−1 = x t − x t|t−1 from the innovationn t|t−1 = y t −ŷ t|t−1 . Thus the widely linear KF reduces to the linear KF if and only if e t|t−1 − K tnt|t−1 is orthogonal ton * t|t−1 , where
One special case is that the error covariance of the predictor e t|t−1 is proper, P t|t−1 = 0, and the innovationn t|t−1 is proper, S t|t−1 = 0. This is true whenê t−1|t−1 , u t , and n t are all proper. Another special case is thatn t|t−1 is maximally improper, i.e.,n t|t−1 = αn * t|t−1 with probability 1 for constant scalar |α| = 1. This is irrespective of whether e t|t−1 is improper. For instance, assume y t = Re(x t ) + n t with n t real. We know that y t is a noisy widely linear transformation of x t andŷ t|t−1 = Re(x t|t−1 ), meaning the innovationn t|t−1 is real and hence maximally improper. One can also readily see that no widely linear processing is needed because y t is only dependent on the real part of x t .
Example 1 (dual channel KF using WLKF): This example extends the duality between widely linear and dual channel adaptive filtering made by Mandic et. al. [27] 
and
are the composite driving and measurement noises, and ψ
is the composite measurement. This dynamical model allows the states and measurements on the respective real channels to be arbitrarily coupled. In the following we will show that a WLKF can be used as the KF for z t . For the real composite vectors z t , ω t , η t , and ψ t , establish their complex augmented representations as
The resulting augmented state and measurement equations are
with A = 
The composite covariance matrix R zz is determined by three real blocks: R uu , R uv , and R vv . Recall the complex augmented representation for z is x = Tz. The second order connection between the complex augmented and real composite representations is
and hence
By applying the above connection between real composite and complex augmented vectors, the conventional Kalman filter [19] , [28] of the dual real channel model (43)-(44) can be written in the following complex augmented form:
The matrices P t|t−1 , P t|t , S t|t−1 , Q, and R are augmented covariance matrices of the augmented errors x t −x t|t−1 and x t −x t|t , innovation y t −ŷ t|t−1 , and noises w t and n t respectively. The matrix K t is the augmented Kalman gain. By checking Algorithm 1, we see that the equations in (48) are identical with the WLKF for the complex augmented dynamical model in (45)-(46). This means that the KF for a dual real channel model can be always implemented as a WLKF for the corresponding complex augmented model. Conversely, the WLKF may be organized into a real KF over dual channels. Therefore, the duality between dual real channel KF and the single complex channel WLKF holds if and only if the conditions of state and measurement matrices, A = TGT H are satisfied. This is implicit in [1] - [4] , [6] , [7] and explicit in [27] . The key reason for the duality observed here is that for any augmented random vector x and its estimator error e, the orthogonality principle says Exe
This happens if and only if Ez(z −ẑ)
T = 0. Example 2 (Performance Comparison between WLKF and KF): Here we are interested in the evolution of the augmented covariance matrix P t|t for estimator errorê t|t . Given P t−1|t−1 , the augmented covariance matrix P t|t is P t|t =(I − K t C t )P t|t−1
Suppose we want to estimate a complex random scalar x t . The corresponding state equations are
where a t , b t , c t ∈ C for all t ≥ 0. The augmented matrices are
, and C t = diag(c t , c * t ). We make the assumption that Q = N 1 I, and R = N 2 I, where N 1 , N 2 > 0. From (49) we may find the recursion for the 2 by 2 augmented covariance matrix P t|t as
Suppose the initial augmented state covariance is
, with eigenvalues {λ 2 } of matrix P t−1|t−1 , the eigenvalues of
where the function g t is given by
Thus the eigenvalues {λ 
Observe that g t is an increasing concave function for each t. Thus we conclude that q t is concave for each t. Next we want to compute the widely linear minimum mean squared error (WLMMSE) at the t-th iteration. This may be written
Assume the initial scalar Hermitian covariance is P 0|0 . Then the t-th LMMSE for the strictly linear Kalman filter is
To achieve the maximum performance improvement of the widely linear Kalman filter over the strictly linear Kalman filter for the special case discussed here, we shall minimize ξ WL t with fixed P 0|0 and variable P 0|0 . It can be seen that at each t, ξ 
Substituting (53) into (52), we have the minimum ξ WL t :
The ratio of min ξ WL t to ξ SL t is:
It's obvious that 1 2 ≤ θ t ≤ 1. This is because q t is concave, and q t (2P 0|0 ) + q t (0) ≤ 2q t (P 0|0 ) for any P 0|0 . Also q t (2P 0|0 ) ≥ q t (P 0|0 ) for any P 0|0 and q t (0) ≥ 0. Actually the condition for achieving the lower bound is N 1 N 2 1. This coincides with the MMSE analysis in [4] . Here we have assumed: (i) the complex state equations (50) and (51) are strictly linear, (ii) the state is scalar, and (iii) the noises w t and n t are white and proper for all t. Only the prior state is improper. For a vectorvalued state coupled with widely linear update equations and improper colored noises, the advantage of the WLKF over the SLKF may be much greater.
V. EXTENDED WIDELY LINEAR KALMAN FILTER
In this section it is assumed that the complex state sequence {x t } evolves according to the nonlinear model
where f t−1 : C n → C n is a known time-varying nonlinear transformation and w t is the complex random sequence of driving noise with moments up to second order independent of x t . The state sequence is observed through the memoryless nonlinear transformation h t to produce the complex measurement sequence y t :
Here the measurement noise n t is again a sequence of random vectors with moments up to second order independent of x t . The definition of complex Jacobians can be found in [4] , [29] . Suppose g : C n → C m is a vector valued function of a complex vector x = u + jv. Then the complex Jacobian of g is the m by 2n matrix:
where the operators
. Then we may approximate these nonlinear equations by their Taylor expansion around the state estimatex t−1|t−1 :
and the termv t−1 = f t−1 (x t−1|t−1 , 0) − F txt−1|t−1 depends only on the estimatorx t−1|t−1 . Similarly we may approximate y t as
The termŵ t = h t (x t|t−1 , 0) − H txt|t−1 depends only on the predictorx t|t−1 . Accordingly we rewrite the approximated widely linear state equations as
Therefore we can derive the extended WLKF along the lines of Section III and summarize the filter as Algorithm 2 on the top of next page. It can be observed from Alg. 2 that the nonlinear functions f and h are used to predict x t and y t as in the conventional EKF. The complex Jacobians are used to modify the Hermitian and complementary covariance matrices and Kalman gain. This treatment of the EWLKF is equivalent to the original treatment of Mandic, et al. [9] , [26] . The only difference is that the authors of [9] , [26] define updates for augmented covariances, which of course can be resolved for updates of Hermitian and complementary covariances, whereas our updates for Hermitian and complementary covariances can be assembled into updates for augmented covariances.
VI. UNSCENTED WIDELY LINEAR KALMAN FILTER
The major defect of extended Kalman filters is that, since the approximated model is obtained by linearizing state and measurement equations, the posterior means and covariances are accurate only to the first order in a Taylor expansion. Unscented Kalman filters are motivated by the inaccuracy issues of the EKF. An UKF uses the unscented transformation (UT) to generate a fixed set of sigma points to represent the distribution of a random variable [30] , [31] . After propagating sigma points through nonlinearities, the estimated posterior mean and covariance are precise at least to second order in a Taylor expansion. The common approach is to compose complex random states and noises into a complex vector
and construct the sigma points of s. The first and second order statistical information of s is
For the complex random vector s = u + jv ∈ C N , its corresponding composite real random vector is z
We know that the augmented covariance matrix is
(60) The inversion is
Given the augmented covariance matrix R ss , there are multiple ways to generate sigma points for the augmented random vector s. But a hidden restriction imposed here is that these sigma points should be augmented vectors. Otherwise they cannot be propagated through the unscented WLKF. One approach for this is to start with sigma points of the composite random vector z. Using a Cholesky decomposition the composite covariance matrix R zz may be factored as
Algorithm 2 Extended Widely Linear Kalman Filter
Initialize withx 0|0 = 0, P 0|0 = Π 0 and P 0|0 = Π 0 as defined in equation (32); At the t-th iteration, t = 1, 2, · · · , 1. Update the predicted state asx
2. Update the Hermitian and complementary error covariance matrices as
3. Derive the widely linear Kalman gains K t and K t as
Use the predictionsx t|t−1 andŷ t|t−1 = h t (x t|t−1 , 0) to generate the widely linear estimator of x t x t|t =x t|t−1 + K t y t −ŷ t|t−1 + K t y t −ŷ t|t−1 * ,
Update the Hermitian and complementary error covariance matrices
Denote the vector b k as the k-th column of matrix B for k = 1, 2, ..., 2N . Then the sigma points {Z k } of z are [30] - [32] 
corresponding to the following weights:
covariance weights:
where λ = α 2 (2N + κ) − 2N , and α, β, and κ are parameters controlling the distribution of sigma points. Define a set of augmented vectors {X k } as
We can show that all the X k compose the sigma points of the augmented vector s, since X 0 = µ s and
Therefore we have obtained the sigma points {X k } of s w.r.t weights {W m (k), W c (k)} from widely linear transformation of the real composite sigma points {Z k } of z w.r.t weights {W m (k), W c (k)}. Note that each sigma point X k
Algorithm 3 Unscented Widely Linear Kalman Filter
Initialize withx 0|0 = 0, P 0|0 = Π 0 and P 0|0 = Π 0 as defined in equation (32) ; At the t-th iteration, t = 1, 2, · · · , Replace P t−1|t−1 with R xx , and P t−1|t−1 with R xx , and µ 
} by using equations (59)-(63). Prediction updates:
H ,
Measurement updates:
is an augmented vector. Thus it follows that the complex set {X k }, generated by extracting the top halves of {X k }, is sufficient to capture both first and second order statistical information of the augmented random vector s. We call {X k } the modified sigma points of s. The impact of these modified sigma points is that {X k } preserves not only mean µ s and Hermitian covariance R ss , but also complementary covariance R ss . In [9] the authors proposed complex sigma points of s which carry moments µ s and R ss , but not R ss . But what really concerns us is whether the modified sigma points will refine the propagation of mean and covariance through the nonlinearities f and h. Suppose we push each modified sigma point X k through any non-linearity Y k = g(X k ). Compute the following deterministic sample averages:
From the argument of [30] , it can be verified that the sample averagesμ y , and P yy , and P yy may be used to approximate the mean E(f (s)), the Hermitian, and complementary covariance matrices of f (s). The approximation is precise up to at least second order in a Taylor expansion. The unscented widely linear Kalman filter is described in Algorithm 3, in notation that follows [32] . Example 3 (Phase Demodulation Problem): Consider a scalar real random phase θ t which is updated as
where w t is a real driving noise. So, the phase is real. The measurement of θ t is a noisy complex signal modulated by θ t : y t = e iθt + n t , t = 0, 1, ...
where each n t is assumed to be a zero mean, scalar complex Gaussian random variable [2] , [4] with Hermitian variance R and complementary variance R. Suppose n t = u t + jv t , where u t and v t have variances R uu and R vv respectively and covariance R uv . The complex correlation coefficient between n t and n * t is ρ = R R = R uu − R vv + 2jR uv R uu + R vv which describes the impropriety of n t . It can be shown that |ρ| ≤ 1. When |ρ| = 1, n t is maximally improper. In the following we let R uu = R vv and set ρ by changing the value of R uv . The signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver is SNR = R −1 . In simulation we set a = 0.98, b = 0.05. Each w t is a standard Gaussian real random variable, independent of all others. Fig. 1 draws the outputs of the UWLKF over time at SNR = 30dB and |ρ| = 0.5. The UWLKF is constructed according to Algorithm 3. The widely linear Kalman gain for the UWLKF is a 2 by 2 matrix and the estimateθ t|t is always real. It can be observed that for most iterations, the estimateθ t|t is close to the phase θ t . Also the true θ t is almost confined by the envelopeθ t|t ± P t|t . Fig. 2 compares the performances of the UWLKF that accounts for the impropriety of the noise, and the UKF that assumes the noise to be proper. Unlike the UWLKF above, the UKF estimates θ t from a real 2 by 1 measurement vector consisting of the real and imaginary part of y t collected from dual channels. At each iteration the UKF produces sigma points from the real mean vector [θ t|t µ w µ u µ v ] T = [θ t|t 0 0 0] T and covariance matrix M = diag(P t|t , 1, R u , R v ), and it has a 1 by 2 Kalman gain vector. The complex correlation coefficient is |ρ| = 0.7. Define the normalized estimation error power as ξ = ||e|| 2 2 /||θ|| 2 2 , where θ and e are vectors consisting of phases and estimation errors in 500 iterations respectively. In the plot each ξ is computed by averaging 1000 MonteCarlo simulations. It can be seen that in the low-medium SNR regime, UWLKF requires about 2dB less SNR than the UKF. Fig. 3 shows the performance improvement of UWLKF over UKF vs the noise impropriety |ρ| at different SNRs. We use the factor r = ξ UKF /ξ UWLKF to evaluate the advantage of UWLKF. The normalized estimation error power ξ UKF and ξ UWLKF are defined as above. Each r is computed by averaging 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations. When SNR is either 20dB or 40dB, the UWLKF outperforms the UKF for all 0 < |ρ| ≤ 1. The performance improvement becomes more significant as |ρ| increases.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have designed widely linear, extended, and unscented Kalman filters for complex noisy dynamical systems with improper states and noises. The corresponding error covariance matrices and modified sigma points are derived. An example has demonstrated that two channels of real dynamical state, with arbitrarily coupled state equations may be linearly Kalman filtered in real variables or widely linearly Kalman filtered in complex variables. A simulation for real phase demodulation shows how a complex, augmented, unscented Kalman filter produces real estimates from complex baseband measurements and shows the improvement of its performance over the complex, unscented Kalman filter assuming proper states and noises.
